(The symbol ||/||s denotes the supremum of the numbers \f(z)\ as z ranges over the set S.) Thus, from one standpoint at least, it appears that every essential boundary point z 0 of D has associated with it some f(E.B(D) whose singularity at z Q is as bad as a singularity can be at any boundary point.
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E^)-1 -«>. Jb-l Let z n = x n +iy n (n= 1, 2, 3, • • • ) be points in the open upper halfplane, located so that the set of all limit points of {z n } is precisely E, and put (2) a n = inf{Xo, y n Xi, (ynX 2 ) 2 , 6^X3) 3 
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Since Xr-»<», we have ce n >0, and we can therefore choose r n so that (3) 0 < r n < 2-»y n a n and so that the closed circular discs A n with radius r n and center at z n +ir n are disjoint; (2) and (3) imply that (iii) The series (6) awd (7) converge absolutely and uniformly in the closed lower half-plane G, and the inequalities The proofs are quite straightforward. Since every neighborhood of every point of E contains some A n , we have (i). Since every ƒ £ 5(D) has nontangential boundary values almost everywhere on each T n , and since m(E)=0, it is easy to see that (6) and (7) hold for all 2£D. If zÇiG, the absolute value of the nth summand in (6) is no larger than y~V W ||/||D, the absolute value of the nth summand in (7) does not exceed 
